More information:

Arcsys electronic e-vault

The easiest solution to secure
and share digitals originals

BENEFITS

FEATURES

All users can have access to one or more personnal

Each e-vault has an owner or co-owners.

e-vaults.

Encryption to reinforce files stored confiden-

Representatives are allowed to consult e-vault

tiality in an e-vault.

content.

«Deposit»

Some third-party delivery can deposit files in

owner’s e-vault

e-vaults.

«Registered» function to certify documents

Some administrators manage different levels in the

exchange.

system (CFN admin or company manager)

Native business management feature for

Compliance with standards: NF Z42-013, NF Z42-

companies offering third- services archiver.

function

to

keep

anonymous

020, ISO 14641-1.

advantages
Probative
value

Arcsys digital e-vault guarantees integrity, probative
value and reversibility of data stored by your users.

Areas of application

Users features

A vault room can be dedicated a particular use
(payslips, invoices...), some users groups (clients,
employees, subsidiaries, ...) or have a particular
function (building away, emergency room,...). It is
possible to create as many vault rooms as needed.
Employee e-vault for payslips

Contracts
Client e-vault for invoices
Citizen e-vault
Clients folder
Employees folder
Driptight space between clients
Confidential storage space

Data stored:
from web browser
in one or more e-vaults.
in a mailbox by authorized third party
Search:
by e-vault or room vault
by dates or indexing (keywords / mask).
A copy of an archive file retrieved from web
browser.
Mailbox:
A company or a third-person can deposit files
in a dropbox specific to each user.
E-vault user can list his files and acknowledge
receipt of registered deposits
Add, remove, settings of e-vaults
Distribution of rights on one or more e-vaults:
document retrieve
deposit files
document update
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